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A series of Nb-rich Zr/Nb and Ti/Nb multilayers were sputter deposited. Upon a
reduction in thickness, a pseudomorphic bcc phase was stabilized in the Zr and Ti
layers. X-ray and electron diffraction techniques were used to confirm these phase
transformations. The change in phase stability was modeled by the competition
between volumetric and interfacial components of the total free energy of a unit
bilayer representing the multilayer. An outcome of this model is the ability to plot
phase stability diagrams for multilayers, referred to as biphase diagrams, as a function
of bilayer thickness and volume fraction. A comparison of the phase stability boundary
between hcp/bcc and bcc/bcc for these two systems has shown that the bcc Ti’s
pseudomorphic phase stabilization is maintained for a much larger layer thickness as
compared to Zr. Atom probe compositional profiles of the Ti/Nb multilayers have
indicated that the Nb layers interdiffused into the Ti layers thus helping to facilitate the
bcc Ti phase stability in the Ti/Nb multilayers.

I. INTRODUCTION

When thin films grow epitaxially on a substrate, crys-
tallographic phases that are not observed in the standard
state of 1 atm and 298 K may result in the film during the
early stages of growth. This is referred to as pseudomor-
phic growth. Formation of pseudomorphic phases has
been reported for single thin films on substrates1–3 as
well as in individual layers in multilayered thin films.4–6

Recently, Dregia et al.7 have reported a model, based on
classical thermodynamics, that can predict phase stability
of pseudomorphic phases in thin film multilayers. In this
model, pseudomorphic phases are stabilized by the com-
petition between the volumetric and interfacial compo-
nents of the total free energy. At a critical transition
thickness, the decrease in the interfacial free energy com-
ponent can more than compensate for the increase in the
volumetric free energy component, and a pseudomorphic

phase within one (or both) layers of the multilayer can be
stabilized. Dregia et al.7 have modeled this change in
phase stability in multilayers by considering a unit bi-
layer representing the A/B multilayered stack. This unit
bilayer consists of a layer of A, a layer of B, and two A/B
interfaces. The two independent degrees of freedom in
the unit bilayer are the bilayer thickness, �, which is
equivalent to the layer thickness of A plus B, and the
volume fraction, ƒi, where i is either A or B. The free
energy difference between the pseudomorphic and bulk
equilibrium states of the multilayer is then given as

�G = 2� �A + ��GAfA + �GB �1 − fA�� �A + Es�A ,
(1)

where �� is the interfacial free energy difference be-
tween pseudomorphic and bulk equilibrium states of the
bilayer, �Gi is the allotropic volumetric free energy dif-
ference between the pseudomorphic and bulk equilib-
rium states of layer i, A is the interfacial area, Es is the
strain energy contribution, and � and ƒi are as defined
above. Strain energy can be significant for some materi-
als in stabilizing the pseudomorphic phase. To maintain
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the simplicity of this model’s description in the subse-
quent sections of this paper, it will be assumed that all
terms that scale with volume, such as strain, are con-
tained in the �Gi terms, and all terms that scale with area
are contained in the �� term. It has been shown else-
where that when necessary, the strain energy, Es, can be
treated and calculated as an individual component in the
description of Eq. (1).6,8 In the thermodynamic frame-
work of Eq. (1), the �Gi term was converted from an
energy per mole value, common in the literature, to an
energy per volume using an average atomic density of the
pseudomorphic and bulk equilibrium phases for each of
the materials. Table I is a tabulation of the �Gis used in
this paper. A convenient representation of phase stability
as a function of the two independent degrees of freedom
is a plot of 1/� verses ƒi. This has been referred to as a
biphase diagram.7 For a single transformation in Eq. (1),
the slope on the biphase stability diagram7 that separates
the bulk equilibrium and pseudomorphic phase stability
regions is given as

slope = �Gi�2�� . (2)

By experimentally determining the slope of this phase
stability boundary and using computed values for �Gi,
the interfacial free-energy change, ��, can be estimated
from Eq. (2). If the boundary of this slope is linear, it
implies that there are negligible coherency strains7 and
the free energies are independent of volume fraction and
bilayer spacing. In contrast, if the boundary is curved,
coherency strains are not negligible as these strains will
scale with volume fraction, and the thermodynamic equa-
tion given in Eq. (1) needs to be properly extended to
account explicitly for Es in measuring the interfacial en-
ergy.6,8 Thus, the location of the data points on the bi-
phase diagram can be used to determine the extent of
coherency strains in the system.

As outlined in the thermodynamic framework of a unit
bilayer, and experimentally confirmed, the order of lay-
ering deposition was independent of the phase stability of
the multilayer; that is, Zr (or Ti) initially grown on the
Nb layer or Nb initially grown on a Zr (or Ti) layer. It is
interesting to note that the thermodynamics require two

interfaces to stabilize the pseudomorph. It is possible that
a layer can initially deposit with its equilibrium phase
while in contact with one interface but then undergo a
Martensitic type of diffusionless transformation under
the growth front once the second layer (second interface)
has been deposited on top of it. The thermodynamics
only account for the initial and final energy states of the
system and not the path in which the system achieves
equilibrium.

The factors that influence the formation of pseudomor-
phic body-centered-cubic (bcc) Zr in Zr/Nb multilayers
have been discussed elsewhere.8 The change in phase
stability of Zr from hexagonal-close-packed (hcp) to bcc,
established by electron diffraction in the previous paper,8

has been confirmed in this report by the use of transmis-
sion x-ray diffraction (XRD). The use of electron dif-
fraction as a legitimate technique in phase identification
of pseudomorphic phases in multilayers has been de-
bated.11,12 The transmission XRD results validate the use
of plan-view electron diffraction for phase identification
in the systems discussed in this paper.

Zheng et al.,13 while investigating the superconducting
properties of Ti/Nb multilayers, have reported phase sta-
bility changes in the Ti layer. However, their results con-
cerning the phase stability in the Ti layers are rather
confused.13 Additionally, details of the layer thickness
and volume fractions at which changes in phase stability
occur were not listed in their work. In this paper, the
stabilization of bcc Ti in Ti/Nb has been systematically
presented and compared to that of bcc Zr in Zr/Nb mul-
tilayers. Note that both Zr and Ti bulk alloys undergo an
allotropic phase transformation from � hcp to � bcc prior
to the liquid phase with increasing temperature.14

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A series of Zr/Nb and Ti/Nb multilayers with varying
volume fractions and bilayer thicknesses were sputter-
deposited on oxidized Si substrates. The base pressure of
the deposition chamber prior to sputtering was approxi-
mately 4 × 10−9 Torr. Ultra-high-purity Ar was used as
the working gas at a pressure of 2–3 mTorr. Commercial
purity elemental sputtering targets were used for depos-
iting the multilayers. The targets were power regulated at
100 W during sputtering with deposition rates of ap-
proximately 0.1 nm/s. Each multilayer was deposited
with 40 layer pairs by rotating the substrate between the
two respective targets.

The phases in the multilayers were characterized using
x-ray and electron diffraction techniques. X-ray diffrac-
tion was performed in both the reflection and transmis-
sion geometries. Reflection x-ray diffraction (RXRD)
was conducted on a Scintag (Cypertino, CA) XDS 2000
diffractometer operating at 45 keV, 20 mA Cu K� ra-
diation (0.154 nm). The scans were continuous at a rate

TABLE I. The calculation of the reduction in the interfacial free en-
ergy, ��, estimated using the van der Merwe interfacial free energy
model.

Multilayer
�� (mJ/m2)
calculated

�� (mJ/m2)
experimental

�Gbcc-hcp (J/m3)
[Ref.]

Zr/Nb −240 −250 �GZr � 3.6 × 108 [9]
Ti/Nb −280 −583 �GTi � 3.5 × 108 [10]
Ti–20 Nb/Nb ��� −283 �GTi-20Nb � 1.7 × 108 [10]

The experimentally estimated interfacial free energy values were deter-
mined from the slope of the biphase stability diagram for the Zr/Nb and
Ti/Nb multilayers. The strain-free �Gi values are also tabulated.
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of 0.5°/min with a chopper increment of 0.03°. Satellite
reflections from the periodic layering of the multilayer’s
chemical modulations in the RXRD geometry were used
to verify the bilayer spacing, �, for each multilayer.

Transmission x-ray diffraction (TXRD) was per-
formed at the Advanced Photon Source located at Ar-
gonne National Laboratory. TXRD experiments were
conducted at an energy of 15.05 keV (0.0821 nm) in
University-National Laboratory-Industry Collaborative
Access Team’s 33BM Beamline. The synchrotron energy
allowed x-ray penetration through the Si wafer and mul-
tilayered film, thus allowing the specimens to be charac-
terized in the as-deposited state on the substrate. Trans-
mission eelectron microscopy (TEM) phase identifica-
tion was performed in the plan-view geometry. TEM was
conducted on a FEI (Willsboro, PA) Philips CM 200
microscope operating at 200 keV. The TEM plan-view
specimens were prepared by ultrasonically drilling 3-mm
disks from the Si wafer using a SiC slurry. The disks
were then mechanically ground from the Si side to a
thickness of approximately 100 �m with an additional
dimple grinding at the center of the disks to approxi-
mately 15 �m in thickness. In the final preparation step,
the disks were Ar+ ion-milled at 9° on the dimpled wafer
side until electron transparent. The chemical composition
of the films was verified using energy dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS) on a FEI XL 30 scanning electron
microscope.

Atom probe tomography (APT), due to its sub-
nanometer spatial resolution, was used to characterize the
chemical composition of the multilayers. The atom probe
experiments were performed in an energy-compensated
optical-position-sensitive atom probe unit maintained at
Oak Ridge National Laboratory through the SHaRE user
program. The multilayers were prepared in a similar
manner described by Larson et al.15 and have been re-
ported elsewhere16 in detail by the authors. In general,
the multilayered film is deposited onto a prefabricated Si
wafer that has been reactively ion etched into a series of
5 × 5 × 80 �m posts. A single post with a multilayer film
grown on its surface is then attached to a handling
needle. The needle with post is then loaded into a FEI
db-235 and annularly ion-milled using a focused ion
beam (FIB) into the appropriate hemispherical shape tip
required to field evaporate atoms in the atom probe. The
authors have in situ deposited a cap of Pt on the surface
of the film in the FIB prior to milling to reduce the
implantation of Ga into the film which can generate mill-
ing artifacts in the specimen.16

III. RESULTS

Each multilayer deposited in this study exhibited poly-
crystalline grain growth with grain sizes ranging from 15
to 50 nm. Each film grew with a preferred growth texture

such that the closest packed planes, for example {0002}
hcp and {011} bcc, were oriented parallel to the substrate
surface. The oxide surface of the substrate and the am-
bient growth temperature prevented any epitaxial orien-
tation relationship between the substrate and film. A rep-
resentative bright-field plan-view geometry TEM image
of the multilayers is shown in Fig. 1(a). A corresponding
cross-sectional TEM image of the multilayers prepared
by focused ion beam milling is shown in Fig. 1(b). It is
clear from Fig. 1(b) that the multilayers have morpho-
logically uniform interfaces between the constituent layers.

The experimentally determined biphase stability dia-
gram for the Zr/Nb multilayers is plotted in Fig. 2(a).8

The change in phase stability in the Zr layers from hcp to
bcc can be seen in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). In Fig. 2(b), the
TXRD pattern exhibits both the {101̄0} peak of hcp Zr
and the {110} peak of bcc Nb. This specimen is labeled
#1 on Fig. 2(a). Upon a reduction in the bilayer thickness
[specimen #2 on Fig. 2(a)], the Zr layer undergoes a
change in phase stability from hcp to bcc as evident from
the loss of the {101̄0} peak of hcp Zr in the TXRD
pattern shown in Fig. 2(c). The change in phase stability
is referenced to the bulk state to be consistent within the
thermodynamic framework description given above.
The TXRD results confirm the previously reported hcp to
bcc phase stability change in Zr in Zr/Nb multilayers
by plan-view TEM diffraction.8 In the previous work,8

FIG. 1. (a) A representative plan-view TEM bright-field image of the
multilayers reported in this paper. This specimen is of a Ti/Nb multi-
layer. Note the polycrystalline morphology with grains of 15–50 nm.
(b) A representative cross-sectional TEM bright-field image of
the multilayers reported. This sample is of a Ti/Nb multilayer. The
multilayers have uniform lamellar interfaces with a columnar grain
morphology.
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the authors have shown that the {110} intensity ring in
the plan-view TEM pattern is asymmetric. Deconvolu-
tion has indicated that the Zr layer has a lattice parameter
near that of its high temperature bcc �-Zr value. This
indicates that upon initial transformation, the bcc Zr/bcc
Nb interface is semicoherent. Upon further reduction in
the Zr layer thickness, the bcc Zr layer has been shown to
become coherent with Nb.8 The formation of �-Zr in-
stead of a coherent bcc Zr phase with Nb suggests neg-
ligible coherency strains in stabilizing the bcc pseudo-
morph. Thus, a linear boundary can be drawn separating
the two phase fields.7 The presence of a coherently sta-
bilized bcc Zr phase with its subsequent elastic strain
energy contributions has been modeled with an appro-
priate curved coherency boundary and can be found
elsewhere.8

The slope of the biphase boundary between hcp Zr/bcc
Nb and bcc �-Zr/bcc Nb was used to estimate experi-
mentally the interfacial free energy reduction upon a
change in phase stability [Eq. (2)]. This value is listed in
Table I. The measured lattice values for the different
phases identified in this system are compiled in Table II.

For a first approximation in determining which layer
thicknesses and volume fractions could stabilize bcc Ti
in Ti/Nb multilayers, a proposed biphase stability bound-
ary, shown in Fig. 3(a) as a dotted line, was plotted using
the same interfacial free energy reduction measured in
the case of Zr/Nb.8 Obviously, Zr and Ti would contrib-
ute a different chemical and structural component to the
respective Zr/Nb and Ti/Nb interfaces, but this first ap-
proximation in �� allows an initial boundary as an ex-
perimental starting point for exploring regions of pos-
sible bcc Ti stabilization. The solid line in Fig. 3(a)
shows the experimentally determined hcp/bcc–bcc/bcc
biphase boundary for the Ti/Nb system. The RXRD scan
in Fig. 3(b) of the Ti/Nb #5 multilayer in Fig. 3(a) dif-
fracts both the {0002} Ti peak and the {011} Nb textured
peaks. Plan-view TEM diffraction in Fig. 3(c) confirms
the bulk equilibrium phases. Similar to Zr in Zr/Nb, upon
a reduction in layer thickness for a similar volume frac-
tion of Nb, the Ti layer undergoes an allotropic phase
transformation from hcp to bcc. As compared to Fig. 3(b),
the RXRD pattern in Fig. 3(d) of the Ti/Nb #6 multilayer
does not diffract the {0002} hcp intensity but a single
{011} peak. The TXRD pattern in Fig. 3(e) confirms this
change in phase stability. Recall that the incident x-ray
radiation is different between the RXRD and TXRD ex-
periments, thus the angular scales correspond to that dif-
ference, but the d-spacing of the {011} peak is equiva-
lent. The absence of the hcp Ti’s {101̄0} intensity in the
TXRD pattern of Fig. 3(e) is marked to indicate that a
change in bcc phase stability has resulted. Additional
confirmation of bcc Ti/bcc Nb can be seen in the plan-
view electron diffraction pattern of Fig. 3(f). Similar to
the bcc Zr, the bcc Ti layers, upon transformation,
adopted a lattice parameter similar to its high-
temperature bcc �-Ti value. Unlike �-Zr, the high-
temperature �-Ti phase’s lattice parameter is less than
1% different than Nb.14 This allows the bcc Ti layers to

TABLE II. The measured lattice constants from XRD and TEM.

Phase in
multilayer

Lattice parameter
(Å)

Specimen location on
biphase diagram

�-Ti a � 2.95 c � 4.68 Ti/Nb #5
�-Ti a � 3.30 Ti/Nb #6
�-Zr a � 3.21 c � 5.10 Zr/Nb #1
�-Zr a � 3.54 Zr/Nb #2
Coherent bcc Zr a � 3.38 Zr/Nb #3
bcc Nb a � 3.30 Zr/Nb #1

The corresponding specimen location on the biphase diagram is listed for
reference.

FIG. 2. (a) Biphase stability diagram8 for the Zr/Nb multilayers as a
function of volume fraction and bilayer thickness. (b) Transmission
XRD pattern taken in the as-deposited state of a hcp Zr/bcc Nb #1
multilayer. (c) Transmission XRD taken in the as-deposited state of the
bcc Zr/bcc Nb #2 multilayer.
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maintain a coherent interface with the bcc Nb layers with
negligible coherency strains, as confirmed from the ex-
perimentally determined linear fitted boundary in Fig. 3(a).
Therefore, the thermodynamic framework description of
volumetric and interfacial energy can be used without the
addition of the strain energy component, and the strain-
free �GTi, listed in Table I, can be applied directly to
Eq. (2) in estimating the interfacial free energy reduction.
The change in interfacial free energy accompanying the
hcp–bcc transformation in the Ti layers, determined from
the experimental slope of the biphase boundary in
Fig. 3(a), is listed in Table I. The lattice parameters for
the different phases in the Zr/Nb and Ti/Nb multilayers
are listed in Table II.

The texturing pattern of the plan-view TEM diffrac-
tion patterns for Zr/Nb8 and the Ti/Nb multilayers indi-
cated that the hcp/bcc interface has a Burgers or near
Burgers orientation relationship given as

�0001� hcp // (011) bcc

�11∼2̄0� hcp // 〈111〉 bcc .

Upon transformation to a bcc/bcc interface, the orien-
tation relationship is

�011� bcc // (011) bcc
�111� bcc // 〈111〉 bcc .

IV. DISCUSSION

The pseudomorphic bcc phases in the Zr and Ti layers
of Zr/Nb and Ti/Nb multilayers exhibited certain similar
characteristics. In both cases, on reduction of the bilayer
thickness, the pseudomorphic bcc phase initially adopts a
lattice parameter of either Zr’s or Ti’s respective high-
temperature � phase suggesting negligible coherency
strains. This indicates the change in phase stability is not
a strain-driven transformation but rather an interfacial
free energy reduction from a change in the misfit dislo-
cation network and/or chemical bonding across the in-
terface with respect to the bulk equilibrium phase in sta-
bilizing the pseudomorphic bcc phase. In the case of

FIG. 3. (a) Biphase stability diagram for the Ti/Nb multilayers as a function of volume fraction and bilayer thickness. The dotted line is the
predicted boundary whereas the solid line is the experimentally determined boundary. (b) Reflection XRD geometry pattern of the Ti/Nb #5
multilayer. Diffraction indicates the textured growth of the closest-packed-planes for both the hcp and bcc phases in the multilayer. (c) TEM
plan-view diffraction pattern of the Ti/Nb #5 multilayer. The pattern was consistently indexed to the hcp Ti and bcc Nb phases.
(d) Reflection XRD geometry pattern for the Ti/Nb #6 multilayer. The textured growth diffracts a single bcc {011} intensity. (e) Transmission
XRD pattern of the Ti/Nb #6 multilayer. The diffraction pattern confirms the absence of the hcp Ti phase to a single bcc phase. The absent location
of the hcp {101̄0} reflection is marked. (f) TEM plan-view diffraction pattern of the Ti/Nb #6 multilayer. The pattern was consistently indexed
to a single set of bcc reflections in agreement with the XRD results.
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Zr/Nb multilayers, a semicoherent, not a coherent, inter-
face developed. Only upon a further reduction in bilayer
thickness does the Zr/Nb interface become fully coherent.8

While there are similarities between the transforma-
tions in the two systems, there is a clear difference in the
critical transformation layer thicknesses for hcp–bcc
transformation. A biphase diagram depicting the hcp/
bcc–bcc/bcc biphase stability boundaries for both the Zr/
Nb and Ti/Nb systems is shown in Fig. 4. The solid line
is the biphase boundary for the Zr/Nb multilayers,
whereas the dotted line is the biphase boundary for the
Ti/Nb multilayers. It is evident from the positions of
these two boundaries that the critical transformation
thickness for the Ti layers is substantially larger than that
for the Zr layers. This fact is reflected in the substantially
larger value of �� in case of Ti/Nb as compared with
Zr/Nb (Table I).

Using the orientation relationships given above and
the lattice parameters shown in Table II, the misfit for the
hcp/bcc and bcc/bcc interfaces was determined along the
“best-fit” direction (e.g., the 〈112̄0〉//〈111〉 and 〈111〉//
〈111〉, respectively). The Zr/Nb interface misfit is re-
duced from 12% to 7% upon the change from hcp to bcc
Zr (for the semicoherent interfaces). Ti/Nb exhibits a
reduction from 3% to 0% (coherent interface) upon the
initial change in phase stability. The relative misfit re-
duction from an hcp/bcc to a bcc/bcc interface is slightly
greater for Zr/Nb than for Ti/Nb.

A van der Merwe interfacial energy model for two
semi-infinite layers contacted at a single interface has
been used to estimate the change in interfacial free en-
ergy as a function of misfit.17,18 The total interfacial free
energy, E, is given as a linear combination of the poten-
tial energy, Ep, and the strain energy, Es, by the following

E = Ep + Es ��Ic
2�4�2d��1 + � − �1 + �2�1�2

− � ln�2 � �1 + �2�1�2 − 2 �2�	 , (3)

where �	 is the interfacial shear modulus (taken to be the
average of the two constituent phases), c is a spacing
parameter formed by the superposition of the two lattices
in contact at the interface, d is the distance between the
two atomic planes on either side of the interface, and � is
a function that contains all the significant contributions
to the interfacial free energy such as the misfit and the
elastic constants of the crystals. The � function is given as

� = 2�d
��1p , (4)

with d and �	 defined above, 
 is


 = ���1 − �A���A� + ��1 − �B���B�	−1 . (5)

where �i and �i is Poisson’s ratio and the shear modulus
of layer i, and the ratio of d/p in Eq. (4) is

d�p = �a − b���1�2�a + b�� ,

where a and b are the respective crystallographic lattice
parameters at the interface determined by the orientation
relationship. The ratio of d/p is a measure of the misfit
dislocation spacing, which is assumed in this model to be
a series of parallel dislocations at the interface. The elas-
tic constants used in the calculations for the above equa-
tions are given in Table III.

The calculated change in interfacial energy as a func-
tion of � for the hcp/bcc and bcc/bcc interfaces in Zr/Nb
and Ti/Nb systems, respectively, are plotted in Figs. 5(a)
and 5(b). The arrows mark the experimentally deter-
mined value of � for each multilayer in its respective
phase stability condition and misfit at the interface. The
difference in the interfacial free energy of each state at
their respective � value is then the calculated estimate of
the ��. The plots in Fig. 5 exhibit how interfacial energy
scales with �. As � increases, or alternatively as misfit is
increased, the interfacial free energy increases. The
greatest increase in interfacial energy occurs with the
initial insertion of misfit dislocations (low � values).
This trend explains why Ti would have a greater driving
force for the hcp–bcc transformation. When Ti undergoes
a phase stability change from hcp to bcc, it is able to

TABLE III. The elastic constants of the phases used in determining
the change in interfacial free energy with misfit for the van der Merwe
interfacial energy model.

Phase � � (GPa) Reference

�-Zr 0.38 35 14
�-Ti 0.361 45.6 14
�-Zr 0.39 27.1 19
�-Ti 0.372 33 19
Nb 0.397 37.5 14

FIG. 4. A combined biphase stability diagram for the Zr/Nb and Ti/Nb
multilayer systems. The solid line represents the phase stability bound-
ary for Zr/Nb, and the dashed line represents the phase stability bound-
ary for Ti/Nb. The plot clearly indicates that the Ti layers experience
a change in phase stability at a much larger layer thickness than that of
Zr for a similar volume fraction of Nb.
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reduce significantly its interfacial energy by the forma-
tion of a coherent interface or, alternatively, the structural
component of interfacial energy is reduced to zero.
Though Zr has a greater overall reduction in misfit upon
a change in phase stability, it is unable to reduce the
structural component of its interfacial energy to zero be-
cause it has formed a semicoherent interface with Nb.8

The calculated interfacial free energy difference using
this simple model for the Ti/Nb multilayer is approxi-
mately –280 mJ/m2 as compared to Zr/Nb’s interfacial
free energy difference of –240 mJ/m2.

As listed in Table I, reasonable agreement was ob-
served between the �� values calculated from the van der
Merwe model and the experimental value for Zr/Nb.
However, such a close agreement was not observed in
case of the Ti/Nb. Because each system is subjected to
the same simple assumptions of the van der Merwe

model, additional contributions may be influencing the
free energy contributions to Ti/Nb.

The compositional profile characterized by APT for a
bcc Ti/bcc Nb multilayer and a hcp Ti/bcc Nb multilayer
is shown in Fig. 6. It is clear from Fig. 6(a) that Nb has
significantly interdiffused into the bcc Ti layers to a con-
centration of approximately 20 at.%. Niobium, being a
bcc-stabilizer in Ti alloys and having significantly inter-
diffused into the Ti layer, will have a marked influence
on the free energy values of the system. Based on the
APT compositional results, the equilibrium volumetric
free energy difference, �GTi, between bcc and hcp Ti has
been refined to include the Nb concentration. Using the
refined �GTi-20Nb value, listed in Table I, and the ex-
perimental slope of the biphase stability boundary in
Fig. 3(a), the �� was recalculated to be approximately
–283 mJ/m2. This value is much closer in agreement with
the predictions afforded by the van der Merwe model. In
contrast to Fig. 6(a), the compositional profile of an hcp
Ti/bcc Nb multilayer shown in Fig. 6(b) has negligible
Nb interdiffusion in the hcp Ti layer.

FIG. 5. (a) A van der Merwe interfacial energy plot for the hcp/bcc
and bcc/bcc interfaces for the Zr/Nb multilayers. The arrows indicate
the location of the experimentally determined � values for the multi-
layers. Note that the interfacial free energy rises rapidly with initial
increase in values of �. (b) A van der Merwe interfacial energy plot for
the hcp/bcc and bcc/bcc interfaces for Ti/Nb multilayers. Even though
Zr/Nb has a larger reduction in misfit with change in phase stability,
the Ti/Nb multilayer, clearly indicated by this plot, has a significant
reduction in interfacial free energy by the formation of the coherent
interface.

FIG. 6. (a) Compositional profile of a bcc Ti/bcc Nb multilayer
characterized by atom probe tomography. Substantial interdiffusion
of Nb into the Ti layers has facilitated the bcc Ti phase stability to a
much larger layer thickness. (b) Compositional profile of an hcp Ti/bcc
Nb multilayer characterized by atom probe tomography. Unlike the
bcc Ti phase, negligible Nb interdiffusion has occurred in the hcp
layers.
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The substantial Nb interdiffusion in the bcc Ti layers is
quite surprising, particularly as the film was grown at
ambient temperatures in which diffusion should be lim-
ited. One of the potential factors that could be contrib-
uting toward the enhanced interdiffusion of Nb into the
bcc Ti layers is the similar atomic radius of Ti (0.0955 nm)
and Nb (0.0953 nm).14 In contrast, the atomic radius of
Nb differs significantly from that of Zr (0.104 nm).14 The
authors have recently reported Meissner effect measure-
ments of the superconducting critical transition tempera-
ture, Tc, for Zr/Nb multilayers.20 The value of Tc for
these multilayers is strongly influenced by the degree of
intermixing between the layers.4 However, because the
experimentally measured Tc values could be rationalized
using a proximity effect model for multilayers with
abrupt interfaces, it appears that there is negligible inter-
mixing in case of the Zr/Nb multilayers.20 The good
agreement of the predicted value of �� based on the van
der Merwe model with the experimental value for the
Zr/Nb multilayers also suggests negligible intermixing in
the Zr/Nb system. Attempts to characterize a Zr/Nb atom
probe specimen tip have proven unsuccessful to date.

It is still unclear and the focus of current work21 by the
authors to understand the driving force for this substan-
tial interdiffusion phenomenon, particularly when the Nb
concentration is substantially greater in the bcc Ti versus
the hcp Ti layers. The results of this interdiffusion,
coupled to the first approximation modeling of the inter-
facial energy, demonstrate the significant factor chemical
compositions have in stabilizing pseudomorphic phases
beyond coherency strains and interfacial free energy
reduction.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A comparison of the hcp–bcc transformations in Zr
and Ti layers in Zr/Nb and Ti/Nb multilayers has been
reported in this paper. The studies have been conducted
on a series of sputter-deposited Zr/Nb and Ti/Nb multi-
layers with varying bilayer thicknesses and volume frac-
tions of Nb. For Nb-rich volume fractions, the Zr and Ti
layers undergo a change in phase stability from hcp to
bcc with a reduction in bilayer thickness. This has been
attributed to a reduction in the interfacial free energy
rather than a coherency strain driven transformation. The
critical transformation thickness for the hcp–bcc trans-
formation in the Ti layers in Ti/Nb is substantially larger
than that of the Zr layers in the Zr/Nb multilayers. Atom
probe results of the Ti/Nb multilayers have indicated that
Nb has significantly interdiffused into the Ti layer help-
ing to facilitate its hcp to bcc phase stability. A simple
van der Merwe interfacial energy model has also indi-
cated that the interfacial free energy reduction is greater
for a change in phase stability in the Ti/Nb than the
Zr/Nb multilayers. The van der Merwe model provided

an estimated benchmark of the expected interfacial free
energies. The atom probe’s compositional profile of Ti/
Nb allowed the associated volumetric free energies of
this system to be refined in the thermodynamic model
resulting in much closer agreement of the estimated ex-
perimental and calculated interfacial free energy reduc-
tion values.
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